
Blithewold Estate & Sakonnet Garden 
Saturday, September 21, 2019 

 

7:00 am – Arrive at the Museums State Street lot located across the street from the Springfield 

Main Library. Park in the lot and board the bus at the curbside.  Depart at 7:15 am sharp. 
 

There will be a second pick up at the Commuter Lot in Windsor, CT off I-91 @ Route 218 (Exit 

35). Please arrive at the lot by 7:30 am. Depart at 7:40 am sharp. Location info available.  
 

Blithewold is an Estate on 33 acres in Bristol, RI featuring a mansion & expansive gardens (with 

rare plants). Established in the 1890s by Augustus and Bessie Van Wickle as their summer 

retreat, the property features a 45-room mansion filled with family heirlooms and is framed by a 

series of lovely gardens. An exceptional collection of rare and unusual plants, specimen trees, an 

accessible greenhouse and whimsical stonework project a character that is romantic, fresh and 

inspiring. The Van Wickles placed great emphasis on the landscape and hired Bristol author, 

gardener and landscape architect, John DeWolf to lay out the grounds. DeWolf based his over-

arching concept for the site on the dirt roads, stone walls and gentle pastures of the existing 

vernacular landscape features, as well as the dramatic waterfront site. His design reflects a 

widespread interest in America’s 17th and 18th century heritage that manifested itself in both the 

Colonial Revival and the American Arts and Crafts movements. It harmoniously integrates 

multiple design typologies to create varied garden spaces that are unified by the Great Lawn and 

framed by mature specimen trees and shrubs. 

Following a guided tour of the home and gardens (with a particular focus on the gardens), enjoy 

a traditional tea lunch in the dining room at Blithewold. After lunch, we’ll depart for Sakonnet 

Garden in Little Compton, RI for a guided tour and exploration of the gardens.  

Sakonnet Garden is an exotic cottage garden imbedded within a native coastal-fields landscape. 

Along-term project of John Gwynne and Mikel Folcarelli, it is an ongoing experiment in design, 

scale and plantings for many decades. The acre-size main woodland garden is subdivided into a 

series of fourteen spaces separated by high windbreak hedges and stone walls. The whole is 

described as an outdoor folly. Each space has its own mood and horticultural objective. The 

yellow garden is planted with chartreuse or variegated foliage to catch sunlight on foggy coastal 

days. Elsewhere a silver zone has spires of weeping spruce emerging from pewter-colored 

foliage; another evokes the exuberant foliage of the subtropics, its centerpiece being a red 

Mughal pavilion imported from India. A Gothic woodpile is one of multiple tall wind-barriers 

installed to create microclimates for the experimental growing of plants rarely seen in Zone 7. A 

new one-acre pollinator-plus summer garden is adjacent, designed as a biodiversity maze for 

production of butterfly caterpillars and nectar for pollinating insects. Weather permitting, we’ll 

enjoy light refreshments in the garden at the end of the tour.  

Please note: Sakonnet Garden is not handicap accessible. 

What to bring: Hat, sunscreen, comfortable walking shoes for the gardens, water and snacks for 

the bus. Bottled water is provided on the bus for the return home.  


